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GEAR REVIEW
ARACHNIPOD Edge Management System
monopod (gin-pole), A-frame (bipod), tripod,
quadpod & gantry (bridge)
Reviewed by Ade Scott & Rich Hackwell
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e were a little skeptical of the Arachnipod’s
ability to impact on the tripod/edge negotiation
market because there are now so many high
quality items. Perhaps the three top devices at the
moment are the Arizona Vortex, SRTe OzPod and
PMI/SMC TerrAdaptor and they are all relatively
lightweight models in comparison to Arachnipod and
probably less expensive though we don’t yet know
some of the comparative costs. When the system
arrived it was housed in four fantastically well made
bags, none of which could be considered
particularly light so we began to think that our
skepticism might be valid. However, on
examination of the engineering we were
mightily impressed - this kind of
quality is now being seen in many
of the smaller rescue
components but until the
arrival of AZV and
TerrAdaptor rarely
sustained through
to these larger
assets.
We’ve
had

W

square
section
telescopics
before and used a
number operationally
including ISC’s own
model and a Ridgegear
model from a few years
back but neither is in the
same league as the
Arachnipod.
If you’re going to pay a fair sum
of money for an asset you want to
see what you’re getting for that
additional cost - it’s a Mercedes and
BMW thing and in our experience of
tripods and high directionals the
Arachnipod is at the top end of the quality
league and worth paying extra for.
MAIN PIC: Arachnipod Quadpod has 3 swivel eye
attachment points below and at least one d-ring at
the top of each leg for rigging. Right (7): The Bridge
or Gantry is Arachnipod’s key feature and in this
picture is rigged for cliff rescue showing how NOT to
load the trolly off-axis but it still worked!

IN ACTION:
There is no play in the telescoping members so no skin
entrapment issues. Each leg has a very clear numbering system 1
to10 on the bottom telescoping section and A to I on the top (fig 9
overleaf). This makes erection much easier as each rescuer can easily
identify and relay the required position. We would like to have seen
additional labelling on the inside of the legs since most of the time we
seem to lift from within the frame. It may also have been more useful for
the figures to be reflective than the Arachnipod logo and there is an issue of
the labels being scratched off over time though they seemed very robust. The
oversize pins that locate and lock each leg position are the best that we’ve yet
come across primarily because they are the biggest at about an inch in diameter
and therefore easy to place even with cold wet or gloved hands. However, we didn’t
like the little pins which are used to secure the locating pins on the leg sections. These
had small ball bearing locks which have quickly become stiff in the salt-air environment
even with liberal WD40 use and taking them out often resulted in ‘breaking’ the split ring
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Child’s Play! except the leg is the wrong way round and there’s some hardware-free rigging, but
the monopod (or gin-pole), with pointed anchor pins inserted into the bottom of the leg to dig
into the soft ground, still easily lifted the 2cwt rock below the little urchin in the picture!
that connected the small pin to the large pin. [this
issue has now been addressed by Ferno]
The head connections that join each leg at first
appeared over-complicated but were almost
immediately found to be easy to use - just a case of
getting used to the way they align. If you take a
look at the main picture here and the detail in
fig 11 overleaf you’ll see that each head
has half of what looks like a ‘door-hinge’
on each side. Simply slot each ‘doorhinge’ into its adjacent slots and
push the long stainless locking
pins into the resulting
channel. The pins were
all well thought out
and would only
work when
correctly

[ED: since completing this review Ferno
Australia have very helpfully added the centre
spread pullout which gives some useful additonal
action and component photographs enabling us to
trim down the pictures we originally cluttered this
article with! Refer to the centre section ‘pull-out’
where necessary].

oriented in the correct hole. They are
‘L’-shaped to make pushing them into
their surclipped hole easier and are
attached to the head via a wire lanyard so
that it is obvious where they locate.
It requires two people to erect any of the
Arachnipod configurations other than a
Monopod. We did manage to put up all
configurations single handedly as part of the trial,
even the gantry at full height (about 9ft) , but it was
far too difficult to be a realistic exercise wholly due to
the weight and bulk of individual and combined
components rather than any difficulties with putting it
together. We originally felt that the Arachnipod would
only sell in Europe or North America on the basis of a
requirement for the gantry which sets it apart from
every other device on the market (fig 1&7). But in its
lazy leg (easel) configuration with the added ability to
convert the lazy leg to a monopod we feel that
Arachnipod is easily worth paying more than a
standard, multi-function tripod. We would never
recommend a fixed-leg equilateral tripod to any multirole rescue team unless they only ever deal with shaft
or manhole rescue so this element of Arachnipod,
though entirely capable is no better or worse in
functionality than many other models though
probably higher quality manufacture than
most.
The lazy leg and monopod on
the other hand are immensely
useful and demonstrate
reassuringly minimal
deflection in the legs
even at the
maximum
extension
(and
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Fig 11 shows the main leg of the system
with its integral double-groove directional
pulley for lowering or hauling through the
centre of the tripod or in this case
quadpod. Note that this adds 1.4kg/3lb to
the tripod weight quoted in our spec table.
Even if you do not need the integral pulley
this leg will fit any other configuration
except the blue monopod head. The Quadplate can be seen here secured by the
locating pins that also hold the ‘hinge’
sections of each leg’s head together. The
Bridge/Gantry has an integral trolly
controlled by a two-way rope attached to
pulleys at each end. We made use of the
detatchable rigging point (fig 4) to connect
a rope grab or prusik for locking the trolley
into position. We haven’t had a chance in
this article to touch upon the A-frame,
hand-rail monopod or lazy leg extension all
of which add to the versatility of what is an
impressive USAR system for urbanindustrial environments.

The lazy leg configuration allows for
the head to be moved much further
forward and even project beyond the
10
edge in a jib or A-frame style which
Ferno’s new attachment (see
adjacent pages) would
presumably assist with. As an
A-frame, Arachnipod is
excellent with multiple
anchor rigging points and a
reassuring leg strength
demonstrated by minmal
deflection. We
originally thought that
Arachnipod was
much heavier than
other systems. The
gantry is pretty
bulky but the
tripod is actually no heavier than the AZV when assembled. What threw us
was that Ferno supply the tripod as ready assembled in its bag for speed of
erection at an incident, this makes it heavy as a single package but still
only 27kg/60lb as compared to the AZV’s 33kg/72lb.

11

therefore lowest strength) and are
worth purchasing as individual items
let alone as part of a complete
system. The monopod head (shown
pushing it’s operating envelope in fig
8) is a beautifully crafted accessory
that slots into the head of the blue
colour-coded lazy leg. (to be honest
we can’t remember if it located
equally well into one of the burgundy
coloured standard legs?). Regular
readers will be familiar with our
frequent extolling of the virtues of lazy
leg or easel configuration (fig 10) with
its ability to span awkward gaps and
in particular the ability to place and
adjust rigging at the head without
exposing the rescuer to over-reaching
or height exposure. Arachnipod not
only offers an excellent lazy leg
component it also assists with the
reach problem by providing an
optional step to position on any leg
and assist with getting up to that outof-reach head (see fig 2&3). Simple
and effective. Quite aggressive
actually because Ferno have made
sure of boot traction with the
incorporation of a very deep tread so
be careful not to slip onto your knee!
Another extremely useful accessory is
the equipment attachment point (fig
9
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4) which pins to any point on any leg
and allows attachment of a carabiner
and whatever hardware you require
for your task - pulley, descender, rope
grab etc. Buy two!
So, onto the main reason for
considering the Arachnipod - its
Gantry option or ‘Bridge’ as Ferno
refer to it. I seem to remember the
Aussies coming up with something
similar decades ago called the Crux
2000 but it never really caught on,
certainly not outside of Australia. The
Arachnipod, however surpassed all
our expectations - we knew it would
be good over manholes etc. to give a
good ‘lift and shift clear’ capability
(see Ferno’s own picture, opposite,
bottom right) but we weren’t prepared
for how useful this was over a cliff something we assumed it was not
really intended for. It is constructed by
combining two legs at each end to
one of three length options of gantry 2m,3m or 4m but bear in mind that
the longer the span the weaker the
system. Each end can be anchored
using the large D-ring hardpoints
located on each head. We used two
body weights to try and destabilise
the gantry in a lateral pendulum and
in high edge negotiation with the top

ARACHNIPOD SPECIFICATIONS
SYSTEM COST:
£6,500. exc VAT, ex works
(Quad/Tripod, 2m Bridge, Monopod & accessories)
COST: Lazy Leg Tripod: £2376. exc VAT, ex works
WEIGHT:(Tripod):
25.8 kg / 56.87 lb
WEIGHT (Gantry):
55.4 kg / 122 lb
WEIGHT (Monopod)
10.8 kg / 23.81 lb
MAX WORK HEIGHT:
2.65m / 8.69’
MIN HEIGHT:
1.4m / 4.65’
MAX SPAN TRIPOD:
2.5m / 9’
MAX SPAN GANTRY : 5.4m/17.54’
MAX LOAD TRIPOD:
400kg
MAX LOAD GANTRY:
280kg

trying to topple forward. Aside from
minimal rear leg lift counteracted by
our use of one central anchor this
proved to be the most stable pod
we’ve ever used. The span can be
enormous, up to 17’ giving
unparalleled clearance at the top to
bring over stretchers or even large
animals and I can’t stress how
important a feature this can be in
some types of rescue. The roller may
have to be bypassed on occasion
because it is weaker than the main
spar which you can rig directly
around. The trolley rollers have been
prone to rusting in the sea cliff
environment we mostly subjected it to
and will also not function so well if
loaded off the vertical axis which may
be necessary in cliff edge work.
However, we went out of our way to
load the Arachnipod at least 45
degrees laterally off the vertical with
no obvious problems and Ferno tell
us that stainless wheels are available
so the rust issue in a marine
environment can also be negated to
some extent.
We mentioned the outstanding
quality of the ballistic nylon cases that
Arachnipod comes in. One of these is
a large suitcase-size bag that houses

an array of extras adding to the value
of your hard-spent $/£/€.
Components include the steps,rigging
plates, and joiners already mentioned,
soft ground shoes and spikes (fig 5 &
6) that push into receses in the legs
and worked extremely well in the
monopod configuration to prevent
backward movement of the leg.
CONCLUSIONS
Arachnipod lacks the intricate
rigging options of both AZV and
TerrAdaptor which can quite literally
adapt to every nook and cranny on a
cliff or mountain top and do so in
the most confined of spaces. But as
a simple to construct system equally
able to be used by first on scene
crews as by specialist rope rescuers
Arachnipod offers some unique
options for edge management. Such
a system doesn’t come cheap and
transport weight as with all large
assets, might be an issue for the
more mobile mountain rescue and
SAR teams but for USAR and rope
rescue/industrial/ confined-space
rescue teams with room on the truck
and good access to incident scenes
Arachnipod is definitely one to put
on your wish list.
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FOOT NOTE
In the time since publication of Technical Rescue Magazine’s review, Ferno have modified
components of the Arachnipod to improve its usability and efficiency in the field.
LEG PIN
The Ball Lock Leg Pin has replaced the original leg pin.
The new Ball Lock Leg Pin is designed to be self-locking and
secures in one single hand operated movement. The Pin has a
stainless steel body with an anodised aluminium head.

QUAD PLATE
The Quad Plate has been modified to facilitate even faster
configuration of the Arachnipod in to a quadpod. To install the
original-designed plate, it had to positioned over all four legs before
the legs could be locked together with Qik-Link Pins.
Cut outs have been incorporated into the Quad Plate design so you
can now slide the new Quad Plate in position with two legs already
secured with Qik-Link Pins.

LAZY LEG ADAPTOR PLUG
A new accessory since TRM’s review, the Lazy Leg Adaptor Plug
extends the Lazy Leg’s versatility so you get the function of three
legs in one - as a Gin/Mono Leg, a Standard Leg or Lazy Leg.

Technical Rescue is a specialist magazine for those practicing or interested in EMS,
Extrication, SAR, Aquatic, Rope, Dive, Tactical & USAR rescue. A quarterly publication, it
is available in hard and soft copy and is an excellent read.
To subscribe, visit Technical Rescue magazine’s website: www.trescue.com

